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Departum now released!
The long and highly anticipated new
collaborative work from Lisa Gerrard and
Marcello De Francisci is now here and
officially available for purchase on the site
store.
"Departum" features 17 new tracks with
two exclusive "bonus" tracks as part of the
download.
You can now pre-order the CD, which
comes in an elegant Digi-Pack casing with
a full color 20-page booklet. Any
order/purchase of the CD will include a
free MP3 version of the album for
download upon placing an order on the
store. Please allow up to 4 weeks from
the date of purchase to receive your own
personal copy of "Departum"!
The MP3 version of the album is also
available "Now" for purchase and includes
a free PDF of the artwork.

In the Studio with Lisa!
Lisa recently sat down for an interview
regarding her current projects and future
endeavours.
You can view the video via Lisa's official
YouTube site here.
Stay tuned for more interviews in the
coming months!

Lisa contributes to new Qantas Ad
Lisa recently contributed her vocals to the
new Qantas advertising campaign to
launch the new Qantas A380.
Whilst a departure from Lisa's normal work
with solo, Film and TV work, the
opportunity to work with such an
established Australian company and to
bring Lisa's voice to a larger market was
an opportunity not to be missed.
You can view a video of the advertisement
here.

Link up with Lisa online!
We have recently made some changes to
Lisa's facebook and myspace accounts.
As there are several accounts for Lisa on
both sites, make sure you are a member of
Lisa's official sites:
Facebook and Myspace

Lisa joints Twitter!
Stay up to date with Lisa via twittter!

Playing for Charlie to get a DVD
Release!
Pene Patrick, director of Playing for
Charlie, has just confirmed the great news
that the film will received a DVD release
through Umbrella Entertainment.
Stay tuned to forthcoming newsletters for
release dates and points of purchase!
In the meantime, fans of Lisa's work can
show their support by voting for Playing for
Charlie at this years Inside Film Awards
Australia.
Voting is done by rating elements of the
movie (director, actor, score) and you can
throw your support behind the movie here.
In addition to the DVD we can confirm that
Lisa still intends on release an exclusive
MP3 soundtrack of the score for purchase
from the online store in 2010!
Details about this beautiful film can be
found at the official site.
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